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H lN l spike at Cal Poly weeks before vaccine released
M egan Hassler
M U S I A N ii DAIIY

More than 100 patients were
seen at the Health C7'iiter with
Hu-like symptoms on Monday. An
e-mail requesting anyone suspected
of having the Hu not attend classes
was sent the same day to all Cal
Poly students.The otTice of the reg
istrar assured students that by send
ing an e-mail to instructors prior

to classes to be missed the absence
would not result in being dropped
from classes.
With the increase in the student
population for the beginning of fall
quarter, the cases of H lN l, com
monly known as swine Hu, have
increased significantly since last
Friday.
Political science professor Mike
Lather received two e-mails from
students that had H lN l.

According to Dr. Martin liragg,
the director of Health and C7ninseling Services in the ("al Poly
Health ('enter, the vaccine will ar
rive in about three weeks. It will
be provided to the campus entirely
through the county and both will
be applying similar restrictions to
who will be able to receive the vac
cination.
“We expect there will not be
enough for everyone,’’ he said.

“(There is) vaccine enough for stu
dents at high risk for Hu.’’
The O u te r for Disease Preven
tion and (7mtrol recommended
that the vaccines should be admin
istered in order of the most need
due to the initial limited quantities.
There are five priority populations
who are believed to be at higher
risk of contracting H lN l.
The Health ('enter is asking
students who have the symptoms of
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H lN l but do not have any other
preconditions to stay home and not
go to a health care provider unless
additional complications arise.
Physics professor Brian (¡ranger
said the department is “strongly en
couraging us to line drop students
due to the budget crunch.” How
ever, with the increase in cases on
campus and the registrar’s request
see H l N l , page 2
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- Pregnant women becouM they ore at higher risk of complications and con potentially provide
protection to infants who cannot be voccinated
• Household contacts and caregivers for children younger than tlx,R\^jAih's.af og* because younger
infants ore at higher risk of influenzo-reloted complications ogd cannot be'vaccinoted. Vaccinoti^
of those in dose contod with infants younger than six months old might help protect infonts by
“cocooning" mem from the virus

........

> Healthcare and emergency medical services personnel l^cause infections among heolthcore
workers have been reported and this con oe a potential source of infection for vulnerafa^
patients. Also, iiKreosed absenteeism in this population could reduce healthcare system capgpty
• AH people from six months through 24 yeOre of age
- Children from six months through 18 years of oge because coses of 2009.H 1
mfhldnza have
been seen in children who ore in close contoct w M .eoch other in >dioo|a>ed day core settings.
which increases the likelihood of disease spread
• Young adults 19 through 24 yeors of oge becouse moipr coses of 2009 H lN l influenza hove
been seen in these heoltny young oduhs and they .often live, work, and stucK in close proximity,
and they ore a frequently mobile population
Persons aged 25 through 54 yeon who hove heoMi conditions ossocioted with higher risk of
mediool complications from inAuenso.
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Alaska town plagued by alcohol crime considers going “wet”
Kyle H opkins
Ml I l A U MY N F W M 'A P IK S

BETHEL, Alaska — Nearly ev
ery crime here in Alaska’s largest
rural hub is soaked in liquor.
“ Pretty close to 99 percent is
alcohol-related,” said Jerry Herrod, a fishing guide turned Bethel
police officer who spent a recent
weeknight refereeing street-side
arguments.
The main grocery store keeps
mouthwash behind the counter so
people won’t steal it to get drunk.
O ut in the parking lot, undercover
troopers watch for bootleggers.
The hospital serves as a makeshift
sleep-off center and hired two
workers to make sure inebriates
don’t wander over to other beds
and bother patients.
“ I can name three staff that have
got black eyes,” said emergency
room nurse manager Heather
Hamblin.
Here’s the catch: For all its
alcohol-related troubles. Bethel
doesn’t have a single liquor store.
There are no bars. You can’t even
order a beer with your burger at a

local restaurant.
The city of 5,700 people is
the biggest of Alaska’s so-called
“damp” communities, meaning it’s
illegal to sell booze in city limits
but you can order it by plane from
Anchorage. The restrictions arc
meant to act as a kind of funnel,
slowing the flow of alcohol into
surrounding “dry” Yup’ik villages
that use Bethel as a fountainhead
for bootlegged liquor.
Next month, a potential major
change will be on the ballot here.
With Yup’ik translators at every
polling place, voters will decide
whether the city should cast off
the booze ban for the first time in
more than 30 years and go “wet.”
It’s an evergreen question for rural
Alaska voters — one that pits the
common-sense failure of liquor
prohibition against fears of wors
ening crime and social ills in a re
gion already crippled by alcohol.
Bethel is one of two damp rural
hub cities with proposals to loosen
alcohol rules on Oct. 6 municipal
election ballots. In smaller Kotze
bue, voters will decide whether to
allow the municipal government

to own and operate a liquor store
or bar, plus channel all imported
alcohol through a single distribu
tion center.
The question in Bethel is at
once much simpler — should the
city do away with local liquor re
strictions altogether? — and in
some ways far more complicated.
That’s because key supporters of
the vote say they don’t really want
liquor stores and bars in Bethel.
Their real aim, they say, is to free
the city from ever-tightening state
restrictions.
Last year, for example, the state
liquor control board launched a
database that tracks how much
individuals ’ll! damp communities
buy from liquor stores across the
state to make sure they don’t break
monthly limits. Last wintei, a bill
pushed by then-Gov. Sarah Falin
sought to cut the import limits in
half.
That’s around the time a small
group of Bethel old-timers re
belled.
“We want the citizens of Beth
el to be able to choose what they
want or don’t want on these alco-
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Jeremy Westlake fills orders for alcohol at his cargo operation in Bethel,
Alaska.
hoi issues. We don’t want the state
to continue to flog us with these
rules,” said Tom Hawkins, 60. He
moved to town in 1978, the year
after Bethel banned liquor sales.
He’s one of 11 sponsors who col
lected hundreds o f signatures to

put the question on the city bal
lot.
The plan to lower alcohol lim
its for damp communities faded in
the Legislature, but the petition
ers pressed on anyway. They argue
see Alcohol, page 2
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tlif I’hvsKs Department asked their
taeulty to not drop students \\ lio email prior to elass about illness.
‘‘.As tar as 1 am eoneerned, it
a student is sick tor two to three
weeks 1 will work with them.”
C¡ranger said. “ It is really no ditterem than any other sic kness, the
Students are just more strongly enc'ouraged to stay home.”
I he \ iriis is spread mainly
through droplets. These droplets
eome trom a sneeze or cough and
are left on surtac es. A desk is a very
common surface at a university
and a number ot students rotate
through a given desk everyday. Ac 
cording to Bragg, it is more likely
to be contracted from the droplets
on a desk from a previous occupant
than a fellow student.
t^ollege-aged students have been
placed 111 the top five priority pop
ulations. There are many situations
at a university in which students
are in large masses and this presents
a problem due to the contagious
ness of the virus.
Bragg said students living on
campus who have the Hu have been
asked to have someone take the
student home until they have been
fever free for at least 24 hours.
According to the San Luis
Obispo CASunty Health Agency,
there have been 10 hospitalized
cases of H lN l and one death in
the county.
The Health (¡enter has not
tracked the total number of cases.

that the bureaucracy o f getting a
licjuor license will allow residents
to thw art .my attempts at o p en i n g
a bar or hc|Uor store.

It's a confusing c.ise to make to
voters. It’s also a g.nnble.
If the vote passes. Bethel wcnild
be eligible for two bars and two
hc]uor stores based on its popu
lation. according to the state Al
coholic Beverage Control Board
that awards the licenses.
Opponents of the change ar
gue that removing the ban wcnild
spread cheap liciuor across South
west Alaska.
The Lower Kuskokwim dis
trict school board, which repre
sents students in liethel and 22
villages in the Yukon Kuskokwim
Delta, on Aug. 2S urged voters to
defeat the proposition. It could
lead to more underage drinking
and bootlegging in Delta villages,
the board said in a resolution.
Mary Atchak, 62, grew up the
daughter of a priest in the Yukon
River village of Russian Mission.
Now' her husband is head of the
local search and rescue team —
meaning it’s his job to find people
least on the ice or the river that
connects Bethel tea nearby villag
es. C^ften, those people have been
drinking.
Atchak drank when she was
younger. “ I tried it for abcaut a
year and I quit.” She said she is
veating tea keep the liquor ban.
In the ‘60s, when Bethel was
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wet, ycau used to have to Icaok
around before you went home to
make sure no one had passed out
along the winter roads, she said.
“ It's a lot better now than it was
back then. It’s still scary when
people go out on the riser.”
Under st.ite law, people m
damp communities can order
10..S liters of hard liquor
that’s
14 “fifths” --- plus .^2 bottles of
w ine, plus 12 gallons of beer each
month.
The ballot proposition wcnild
wipe away the shipping restric
tions altogether. Westlake, one of
the petitioners who put the cpiestion to a vote, says it’s a smallergovernnient thing. “ 1 don’t want
the state involved in our day-today life.”
The state’s push to halve limits
fueled the backlash, he said
Balm told reporters about the
proposal Feb. 1 1 in Anchorage,
saying lower liquor limits “would
help a damp community actually
be damp and not wet.”
Dave Trantham, a former
Bethel city council member and
another of the petitioners, warned
lawmakers at a Senate committee
a week later that tighter restric
tions would only encourage peo
ple to turn to booze alternatives
like Listerine and Lysol, according
to minutes.
*
If the new state rules passed,
the city would likely toss out hqucir restrictions altogether,Tran
tham said.
Lawmakers removed the limits
from the bill and Balin appeared
to back aw.iy from the push, said
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Police officer Jerry Herrod follows up on an assault complaint in
Bethel, Alaska. Many of the calls involve alcohol says Herrod.
Rep. Bob Herron, a Bethel Dem
ocrat.
It seemed as if the protesters
had won, said Bublic Safety C om 
missioner Joe Masters. But peti
tioners pushed ahead with Trantham’s threat, handing roughly
370 valid signatures to the city
clerk m order to put the question
on next m onth’s ballot.
T-lawkins gathered names from
friends at his backyard steam
house.To him, the vote to go wet
is about more than the failed at
tempt to tighten liquor limits.The
problem, he thinks, is that law
makers in Juneau have imposed
restrictions on the city for more
than 20 years, making them slap
•ALCOHOl IC: BFVERACL”
labels on their luggage, putting
their names m a database of booze
buyers and trying to chop liquor
limits w ithout asking voters.
Troopers investigator Jerry
F.van grew up speaking Yup’ik in
the Kuskokwim River village of
Napaskiak. Before he was assigned
to drug and bootlegging cases in.
Bethel, Hvan tackled domestic vi
olence, and liquor-fueled drownings and suicides in dry villages.
“When 1 think about the types
of crimes I investigated — prob
ably over 00 percent of times, the

person was intoxicated,” he said.
If the liquor vote passes, au
thorities will lose control over
how much booze arrives m Beth
el, Evan said.“ l can imagine we’re
going to see a lot more problems
out in the villages.”
On a recent weeknight, Her
rod, the 26-year-old Bethel po
lice officer, worked the graveyard
shift, patrolling quiet roads that
circle the city in a wide loop. Kids
in the village uniform of hood
ies and jeans walked in clusters,
glancing at the police SUV.
A 9 1 1 call crackled over the
dispatch. A man phoned to say a
woman had slapped and kicked
him, and that he’d fight back if
police didn’t show up soon. Her
rod pulled into the asphalt drive
way, taking notes as a woman told
her side of the story, wind blow
ing her ponytail outside a twostory apartment.
Later, as he talked about al
cohol addiction and the result
ing problems he sees, Herrod
described a bizarre trend. Some
people desperate for liquor, he
said, will spr.iy air freshener into
a loaf of bread and drink what
drains through. 1lawkins, the peti
tioner, mentioned the same thing.
sec Alcohol, page
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“What do you think about
hummus?”
C om piled and photographed by Jennifer Titconib
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“I think it tastes
funny and has a weird
texture.”
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-Jessica Labac,

architecture freshman
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“I like it; I go garbanzo
over it!”
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-Ross Regen,

business administration
junior
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V EN TU R A ,
CA
(M CCLATCHY TRIBU N E) — A
fire that broke out Tuesday near
Fillmore and moved into the
north end of Moorpark overnight
and into the Somis area today has
grown to more than 16,000 acres
hut is now 40 percent contained.
“ It’s a very dangerous fire,”
Robert Lewin, incident com
mander for ('alFire, said at a brief
ing this morning. “We need to
make sure citizens are paying at
tention to what’s going on and
adhere to evacuation orders.”
Bill Nash, spokesman for the
Ventura C!ounty Fire Department,
said more than 1,000 homes in the
county are threatened by the fire.
(lov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
declared a state of emergency for
Ventura C!ounty just before 9 p.m.
Tuesday.
Firefighters said they were get
ting a bit of a break today with
winds blowing fiirly moderately
at 12-22 mph. They continued
to face difficult conditions today
with triple-digit temperatures and
low humidity.
Full containment was expected
Saturday if the weather cooper
ates, said Nash.
“We have an aggressive fire
fighting attack on ground and in
the air,” Nash said. “We’re doing
everything we can to get the fire
stopped.”

W A SH IN G TO N
(M CCLATCHY T R IB U N E ) — Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., is
gone, but one of his dying wishes
is coming true.
The governor of Massachu
setts has been given power to ap
point a temporary replacement
for the late, longtime Democratic
“lion” of the Senate, as Kennedy
wished. The Massachusetts legis
lature approved a bill Wednesday
allowing the governor to name
the replacement.
Because the governor is a
Democrat, the new senator is all
but certain to be a Democrat.
That would restore a 60th Dem
ocrat to the Senate at a critical
time in President Obama’s pur
suit of a health care overhaul.

TEG U C IG A LPA ,
HON
D U RAS
(M CCLATCHY
T R IB U N E ) — It’s been «9 days
since Manuel Zelaya was booted
from power. Fle’s sleeping on
chairs, and he claims his throat is
sore from toxic gases and “ Israeli
mercenaries” are torturing him
with high-frequency radiation.
“We are being threatened with
death,” he said in an interview
with The Miami Herald, adding
mercenaries were likely to storm
the embassy where he has been
holed up since Monday and as
sassinate him.
“ I prefer to march on my feet
than to live on my knees before
a military dictatorship,” Zelaya
said in a series of back-to-back
interviews.
Zelaya was deposed at gun
point on June 2H and slipped back
into his country on Mond.ay, just
two days before he was sched
uled to spe.ik before the United
Nations. He sought refuge at the
Brazilian Embassy, where Zelaya
said he is being subjected to toxic
gases and radiation that alter his
physical and mental state.
Honduran
police spokes
man Orlili Cerrato said he knew
nothing o f any radiation devices
being used against the former
president.

• • •

C H IC A G O (M CCLA TCH Y
T R IB U N E ) — Cook C'ounty,
111., sheriff’s police raided a dog
fighting operation run out of
a Maywood day care home, ar
resting three people and seizing
nine dogs that required surgery,
authorities said.
SheriffTom Dart said his of
ficers found a dog with its eye
ripped out, a dog with a leg
twisted backward, and a dog
with Its lower extremities nearly
ripped off its body in their raid
Tuesdav.
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“I like hummus in the
morning, hummus
in the evening. Jaffa
rocks.”
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-Ryan Lee, business

THINK B4 U DRINK

administration senior
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o r y o u r c a re e r c o u ld fa d e a w a y
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• Alcohol violations may result in severe academ ic sanctions or a
perm anent crim inal record.

!3

I?

“It’s OK; but only from
Petra.”

7

• Police are stepping up patrols on campus and in
neighborhoods adjacent to campus, including DUI checkpoints.

?

-Garrett Nelson, graphic

7

communications senior

D

• A social host ordinance is in place in the City of San Luis Obispo
that includes severe sanctions.

IF ANYONE UNDER 21 IS DRINKING AT YOUR
PARTY, YOU WILL BE HELD CRIMINALLY LIABLE.
CONVICTIONS GO ON YOUR CRIMINAL RECORD.
To comply with the law:

'

Fruit and Vegetable Subscription Program >

^ ll- ^ F r e s h W e e k ly B o x o n ly $
,

'

y,

19!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep your social gatherings sm all.
Do not let people off the street come into your party.
Control w ho attends your party & check IDs if necessary.
Respect the noise ordinance.
If things get out of control, call the Police.
If your friend is in trouble, lend a hand. Call 911 to get them help.
Remember, the emergency room is a safe zone. You w on’t be reported

MAKE SMART CHOICES
Bill W atton , Chief
Cal Poly University Police
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www.calpolyorgfarm.com
805-756-6139
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U.S. alone can’t solve world’s
problems, Obama tells U.N.
Warren V. Strobel
\ U I I M ( HN

M

'A M 'M M R S

1’k‘nkIoiu U.ir.K'k (.')banu blimtiv
proddcJ worlii le.ulerN \\ cilncsd.ix
to nil!) the U.S. in M>lving pressing
global pii>bleins, ehallenging them
to move be\oiKl"an alnu>st reHexive
anti-.Ameru amsm w hieh.too often,
h.is ser\ ed ,i' ,m exeiise ti>r eolleetiw
inaetiim."
Obama.making his inaugnral ad
dress to the U.N. (ieneral Assembly,
told tellow leaders m sir manv words
that he has ehanged the tone and
siibstanee ot U.S. seeurity polieies
he inherited from IVesident tieorge
Vt. Ikish, and it is time for them to
reeiproeate.
"Make no mistake; This eannot
be solely Americas endeavor.Those
who used to chastise America for
acting alone in the world cannot
now stand by and wait for America
to solve the world s problems alone,”
Obama said.
Iran and North Korea, he said,
“must be held accountable” if they
continue nuclear programs out
side international inspection. Israel,
the Palestinians and the Arab States
“must decide whether we are se
rious about peace or whether we
will only lend it lip service.” And
developed and developing nations

together bear responsibilitv for stop
ping global climate ch.inge. he s.iid.
Ob.mia's remarks betr.iyed trustration, ,md perhaps some surprist,
that atter eight months in office m
which he's owrturned much of the
bush legacy and ottered eiig.ige
nieiit to triends .nui enemies .dike,
he's wun tew concreti' benefits in
return.
Ills Muklle bast peace initia
tive is stuck in low gear, l.uropeans
and others are declining to offer
more troops tor the war in .Atghanistan, and it remains unclear at best
whether powers such as ('Inna and
Kussia w ill join in imposing harsher
sanctions on Iran if negotiations that
begin (^ct. 1 fail.
Obama met later Wednesday
w ith Russian President 1)niitry
Medvedev, in a session that senior
U.S. officials said focused almost en
tirely on strategy toward Iran.
Afterward, Medvedev appeared
to soften Russia’s long-standing op
position to new sanctions on Iran
if it fails to halt enrichment of ura
nium that could lie used for nuclear
weapons. “Sanctions rarely lead to
productive results but in some cases
are inevitable,” the Russian leader
said.
(Obama’s top aide on Russia, Mi
chael McFaul, said that Washington

and Moscow now agree on ,i joint
str.itegy toward Iran. Hut it remains
to be seen whether Russia will actualK endorse tougher measures if
the time comes.
Ill Ills U.N. speech, Ob.iiiu repe.ited a t.iniihar refrain for U.S.
presuleiits who nuke the annual pilgi iiiuge to Its l urtle H.iy headquar
ters. 1he wtiiTd body should live up
to its promise, he said.
“ 1he United Nations can either
be .1 place where we bicker about
outdated grievances or forge com
mon ground, a place where we fo
cus on w hat drives us apart or what
brings us together, ,i place where we
indulge tyranny or a source of moral
authority,” he said.
It took only minutes for Obama’s
hopes to be dashed.
Libyan leader Moamniar Ciadhafi, m the audience for Obama’s
speech, along with Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, took the
podium next and delivered a ram
bling, 96-minute tirade. In a speech
harkening back to the ideologir.il
battles of the 1960s and ‘70s, he de
nounced the U.N. Security Cknnicil, w'hich holds most of the world
body’s real power, and trashed U.S.
policies from the 19S3 (irenada
invasion to the current war in Af
ghanistan.

MCCIATCHY-TRIBUNF.

Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi attends the United Nations General
Assembly at U.N. headquarters September 23 in New York City.
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5 top selling textbooks for Fall Quarter 2009.
A u th o r

T itle

's O s g s ^ i E l C o r r a l

LO CAL
C O M P E T IT O R

USED Price

USED Price

Beer

Mechanics of Materials

$ 82.50

$ 132.75

Wade

Invitation to Psychology

$ 56.25

$ 62.25

Phelan

What is Life?

$ 67.00

$ 63.75

Ruszkiewcz

Beyond Words

$ 43.50

$41.25

Young

University Physics

$ 126.75

$ 131.75

$ 376.00

$431.75

Prices were obtained on Wednesday, September 17th.
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A lc o h o l
continued from page 2

he s.iiil,just that people do it. I hat’s
why air freshener is kept behind the
counter at tlie grocery store.
Still, Herrod doesn’t want Oethel
to come ort like a town of drunks,
he said.
“It’s a small percentage of the
people that we deal with. Most the
people in this town, in the villages
around here, are really good people.’’
Oethel hasn’t had a murder in years.
Unlike Anchorage, no t)ne h.is been
finding homeless dead between city
streets this summer.
Oethel leaders declared an alco
hol crisis in 2007 and the YukonKuskokwim Health C'orp.,a region
al nonprofit, hired an Anchorage
consultant to study the problem.
At least 4,400 people were taken
to the hospital emergency room for
alcohol-related emergencies be
tween 1997 and 2007, found con
sultant Mary Elizabeth Ikider.
A July report summarizing efforts
to combat the problem said Bethel
“has the highest per capita rate of
inebriates who end up in protec
tive custody jail holds ... dwarfing
the problems experienced in all of
Alaska’s other communities includ
ing Anchorage and Fairbanks.”
Patients come to the emergency
room drunk as young as 14,15 years
old, said Hamblin, the supervisor.
“Occasionally you get the rare 12year-old.”
Bethel voters allowed a cityowned liquor store to open here in
the 1960s but banned local alcohol
sales in 1977. Booze questions have

made the ballot every few years ever
since, with voters rejecting attempts
to loosen or tighten local rules.
r i l l s time, the c|uestion simply
asks if the city should opt out of the
“local option” that restricts liquor
sales, rh.it would remove the ship
ping limits, meaning people could
fly .is much alcohol as they want
into the city.
Michael Nick stood shin deep
111 the Kuskokwim River on a re
cent weeknight, after a fruitless d.iy
of searching the Bering Sea coast
for seal with his wife and daugh
ters. The girls swatted biting gnats
as their parents prepared to unload
the skiff.
The latest state restrictions make
life harder on bootleggers, Nick
said. He likes that. After moving to
Bethel from the dry village of Rus
sian Mission, he thinks changing
Bethel’s liquor rules could lead to
more sexual abuse, drownings and
accidents.
At the Alaska Commercial Co.
grocery store, an army of taxicabs
waited m the parking lot, where
$7 will get you a ride anywhere in
town. Clerk Dino McCarr took a
smoke break, grinding a cigarette
under his Reeboks. He’s worried
about bootlegging too.
In some ways. Bethel would be
better off wet, McCarr said. He
knows five to 10 people who work
as bootleggers full time.“They don’t
have a job, but they make a lot of
money doing that.”
Opening the city to local liquor
sales could put them out of busi
ness.
“People would have more mon
ey left over for clothes and food,”
McC'arr said.
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IS YOUR EYE OOZING WITH YUCKY MATTER?
You or your child must be at least 1 month of age or older and have a diagnosis of bacterial conjunctivitis.
If you or your child have not had symptoms for more than 4 days and not used any medications for
treatment, YOU or YOUR CHILD may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study using an
Investigational medication.
Those w ho qualify will receive at no cost;
Study related medical care
Study related medication
You or your child may be reimbursed for time and effort if eligible.

Please contact us at:
Coastal Medical Research Group, Inc.
805-549-7570

Call Now to See if You Are Eligible!
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Steel mogul Carnegie’s
vision kept alive in SLO
Susie Kopecky

super food

Ml S I A M . DAIIY

7 1k ' spirit of renowned steel mag
nate Andrew C'arnegie lives on in San
I ins Obispo. C^^rnegie, who became
a champion of literacy toward the end
of his career, leaves a legacy of reading
and learning years after his death.
\ little slice of historic heaven
Stands tall (Init not too tall) downtown
at
Monterey St., kitty-corner to
Sinsheimers (leneral Store — one
of the oldest buildings in San Luis
Obispo. 1 he old CLirnegie Library
is now the San Luis Obispo C'ounty
1iistorical Museum, and is open to
the public Wednesday through Sun
day, from 10 a.111. to 4 p.m.The airconditioned structure greets visitors
with a reddish brown fayade and light
trimming. First opened in lOOf), the
building Itself is about 103 years old,
and its construction was a significant
step in the development of the for
mer railroad hub and oasis of San Luis
Obispo.
A unique characteristic of the
library is that raw materials from
Bishop’s Peak and Morro Kock were
used in its construction, Kimberly
Alfaro, e.xecutive director of the San
Luis Obispo Historical Society, said.
The library was built by the Maino
family. Alfaro noted that the grandson
of the man who built the library now
runs the family construction business,
oiTT'ankfarm Road.
San Luis C^bispo wasn’t the only
town to benefit tk>m C'arnegie’s gen
erosity.
Over three decades from 1899
through 1917, Carnegie bankrolled
the creation of 1,679 libraries in
America alone, according to the Na
tional Park Service, in addition to

Hummus: The
(not so) new
%
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The Carnegie Library, now the San Luis Obispo County Historical Mu
seum, is located on the comer of Monterey and Pacific streets.
libraries he funded located outside
of the country in such diverse loca
tions as Trinidad, South Africa, Bar
bados, Australia, England, France and
New Zealand. C'arnegie donated
more than $40 million to many small
towns across the nation. According
to one volunteer docent at the San
Luis Obispo branch, the town lead
ers would apply for a grant, Carn
egie would most likely agree to hind
it, and the library would shortly be
built.
The original reference desk still
remains in the library, and a research
ixiom is open to the public down
stairs, Wednesdays and Thursdays
hxini 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and on Fridays
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The grant amount for this library
was $1 0,(KH), according to the San
Luis Obispo Historical Society. Many
of the libraries received grants of
around $10,(KK), with some receiving

less, and some receiving significantly
more. One sizable exception was the
Eureka library, which received a grant
of$20,(HK).
When a new library location was
decided upon m the mid-twentieth
century, it was decided that the old
C'arnegie Library would instead stand
as a testament to the rich history of
San Luis Obispo. The old library was
officially re-opened in 1956 as a his
toric museum.
“For a period of about 16 years,
there was at least one (Carnegie li
brary] built per year in California,”
State Historian III of the C'alifornia
Office of Preservation Jay Correia
said. “The city had to provide the site
and promise to provide support for
the library.”
He also said that the C'arnegie
library grant program was “closely
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This yummy Middle Eastern
spread is generally made up of
chickpeas, tahini (ground sesame
seed paste), lemon juice and gar
lic, but much more can be added
to enhance your hummus experi
ence. With so many different fla
vors bursting at the seams, leave
it to me to answer any lingering
questions.
With a consistency as smooth as
David Beckham and a taste as fla
vorful as pizza, hummus can come
off as one shallow food. The truth
about this tasty spread is that it’s
more than just a pretty face.
In fact, if you’re taking in a
2,000-calorie diet, hummus 'is
packed with more than half of

your recommended daily intake
value of fiber and more than a third
of your recommended protein. Al
though it does contain a decent
amount of fat and calories, when
compared to other condiments
and spreads, it’s more nutritionally
dense and will satisfy you longer.
Besides tasting great and having
excellent health benefits, hummus
can accommodate most people
with special dietary requirements.
For example, people who are glu
ten sensitive can eat most types of
hummus (but not all). Vegetarians
love hummus because it has just
as much flavor as meat and gives
them the protein and even the
see Hummus, page 8

see Library, page 8
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SLO Art Center to host 8th
annual Plein Air Art Festival
Bethany Shirley
M l 'S I A N i . UAIIY

Beginning Sunday, the San Luis
Obispo Art C'enter will host a
week-long series of events revolving
around the concept of plein air art
and celebrating the Central Coast's
landscape.
The tradition of painting “en
plein air” goes back to the days of
Kenoir and Monet, who both advo
cated tliE style of working outside
and using the natural landscape as
a color palette. Eight years ago, the
technique began to regain popular
ity, and the Art Center picked up on
It.

This year, the center has invited
fifty award-winning and nation
ally recognized artists from all over
the nation to capture our beautiful
Central (xiast landscape ‘en plein
air.’ The events include a day on
which the public is encouraged to
observe these artists at work in their
element; outdoors.
“ lA'ople can get real close, al
most right up to their elbows and
see how they move the paint around
on the canvas,” Art Center executive
director Karen Kile said.‘‘These art
ists have sought ciut this lifestyle, and
they shine in it.”
While some artists choose to
tune out the crowd with an iPod,
some really enjoy discussing their
works in progress. Bryan Mark Tay
lor is returning to the festival for the

fifth time.
‘‘It gets me really energized,” he
said.‘‘It’s kind of an exciting experi
ence to have people participating, to
get that dialogue going.”
Kile also said that it is more
about finding the right light to
paint in than the actual scene. Some
commonly visited areas are Monta
na de Oro, downtown architecture,
beaches and vineyards.
Pamela Panattoni, another re
turning artist, gushed about the
benefits of this particular Plein Air
Festival.
‘‘1 love coming to the festival
in San Luis Obispo,” she said. “It’s
beautiful everywhere you go, and
so unique — like the downtown
architecture.”
The Art CTmter will provide
maps of popular local places where
the artists can be found and ob
served. On Saturday, Oct. 3, the art
ists will all assemble in the Mission
Plaza to race to finish an original
plein air painting in two hours.The
paintings will then be sold right off
the easel in a live auction.
This year, other forms of art
will also be represented at the fes
tival, including a plein air concert
performed on the Art O u te r lawn
with Café Musique, and a free plein
air poetry reading.
IMein air poems, like plein air
paintings, are created outdoors, in
spired both by the scenic landscape
and the paintings that depict it. This

week, nine poets will each pair with
one artist to draw inspiration and
create an original poem to be read
m the San Luis Obispo Art CTmter,
with the poets surrounded by the
images that inspired them.
While this festival is primarily a
fundraiser for the Art C'enter, it also
serves to help local artists by build
ing up interest in plein air painting.
Local artists can even learn from the
50 artists involved in the festival by
observing and picking up on tricks
of the trade.
Kile explained that when they
decided to do the first festival, they

were “looking for a meaningful,
community-wide fundraiser with
longevity that would mean a lot for
the area.”
Although most of the events are
not free, several are, including the
poetry reading on Thursday evening
and Art After 1)ark on Friday eve
ning. “We want Poly students and
faculty to feel like they can come
to anything,” she said. “One freebie
to watch is the C^uick Draw Paint
Out on Saturday morning. It’s fun
to stick around and (to see what)
the paintings sell for, too.”
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We’ve got plenty to distract
you from your homework.
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Plein air artist Pamela Pannetoni (above) paints a street comer during
last year’s festival. Below, paintings are auctioned off shortly after their
completion in the festival’s quick draw competition.
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Library
continued from page 6

tic'll in witli iC'arncgic'sl personal
pliilosophy of self help ... one of the
thinp that drove C\irnegie to give

Thursday, September 24, 2009

these grants."
In C'alifornia, CA>rreia said the
grant application process “started
w ith jiist a simple letter to (\irnegie.”
It soon became so popular that he
had to hire a personal sec retary just
to handle all of the reejuests. In a Na

tional Register doeuinent from 1WO,
there were H5 public (Carnegie librar
ies still in existenc e in C'alifornia, and
there have been very few losses ^inc■e
then.
rhe liseal C'arnegie Library is one
of twci ot its size bnilt by famed May
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Area architect W.H. Weeks. The li
brary is “noted for its beautiful use of
natural and man-made stone,” C'orreia said. Weeks built the San Luis
Obisjni library and its Nevada (aty
twin in a Komanesejue style.
Today, the museum hosts both
permanent and traveling exhibits,
show casing some of the major devel
opments in the city’s history, and some
ot the major players in the cievelopment of our charming town. The
next major exhibit will be in April
on wedding dresses from around the
county that date from the late IHOOs

to the l ‘LS(K.
For those venturing outside of San
Luis Obispo, other nearby Carnegie
libraries-turned-museums are located
in Lompoc, Faso Kobles, I lollister,
Monterey and Santa Barbara (now a
wing of the downtown library').
There are many historic treasures
around town, the majority of which
sit iiuietly, only attracting the attention
of the most intrepid visitors. Don’t be
discouraged, however; though it takes
a little dedication and perseverance to
find out more about this library, the
research is well worth it.

Hummus

Bullet’ blender can make. Even if
you are like me and do not have this
particular appliance, using a regular
blender or footl processor will work
just fine.
This is a basic recipe for hummus
and 1 encourage you to add your fa
vorite herbs spices, and juices to see
what you can come up with. It can
be heavy on the garlic so beware of
that and if you do not have access to
chicken or vegetable stock, adding
more olive oil works fine.
Lightly toasted pita or naan
bread is an excellent partner for
your homemade or store bought
hummus. Vegetables such as carrots
and broccoli also taste great dipped
in hummus and add to its nutritious
nature.
All in all, hummus is a tasty,
healthy and accommodating food
that is loved by people and hated by
other spreads. 1 eat it, my friends and
family eat it and 1 suggest you eat
it, too, if you do not already. With
so many varieties and with so much
nutritional value, 1 can’t help but ask
one question; Have you had your
hummus today?

continuedfrom page 6
'

iron they miss out on. Hummus is
also kosher, which works well for
my fellow jews and goes nicely
with some falafel. It can even assist
with constipation due to its high
amounts of fiber. I am dubbing this
the new best friend spread because
it is so useful.
Whether I buy it or make it my
self, I eat hummus on a regular basis.
My favorite types are roasted red
pepper and sun dried tomato hum
mus (which can even be found at
Campus Market and other varieties
at The Sandwich Factory and The
Avenue).
Trader joes makes an awesome
hummus quartet pack and Petra
serves up plenty of delicious hum
mus daily. Even Costco has come
out with new portable hummus
packs that you can take on the go.
They taste great and they are rea
sonably priced.
When my creative juices start
riowing, I turn to a simple recipe
which can.be found on the Web site
www.buytliebullet.com. It is called
hallelujah hummus and it is a rec
ipe that the .is-seen-oii- I V 'Magic
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lictlhuiy Ahclson is a food science
senior and Mnstang Daily food colnntnist.
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Government must expand
so citizens aren’t left behind
LibGTal Lens
by Stephanie England
riiis could be the most excep
tional or disappointing political
year in recent history, iiecause of
health care retorm,Americans have
an opportunity to join the rest of
the industrialized world in provid
ing universal health care. Hut once
again there’s a chance that we
might miss a defining moment.
Most politicians seem to agree
that health care must be reformed.
It’s simply a matter of how. Some
I )eniocrats lean toward the public
option, and I’ve heard some R e
publicans favoring tax incentives
to help people pay for health in
surance. However white-washed
or successful the final bill turns
out to be, it’s a positive thing that
health reform is being discussed.
(k)sts will only rise and, like
it or not, our system is failing. A
Harvard Meilical School report
released Sept. 17 declared that
4S.000 people die each year be
cause they don’t have health in
surance gr can’t get proper care.
1 hat s one persvm every 12 min
utes, according to a Keuters article
on the I larvard studs. I think that's
a call to action that knows no par
ty lines.
Surprisingly, some conserva
tives are raising intelligent ques
tions regarding health care reform
— and they’re as frustrated as I am
by all of the lies spewing from the
Kepublican party and FOX News.
Ciail Wilensky, who advised the
McCain campaign and Hush 41
on health care, told the New York
Times, “there’s frustration be
cause so much of the discussion is
around issues like the death panels
and Zeke Emanuel that 1 think are
red herrings at best."
And there are other ‘red her
rings’ causing frustration among
intelligent conservatives and mod
erate liberals like myself, such as
instituting free abortions or pro

viding health care to immigrants.
They’re lies intended to confuse
the American public and slander
President Obama and the Demo
crats. In other words. Republicans
are already campaigning for the
2010 elections.
John Cioodman of the Nation
al C'enter for Policy Analysis said
in the Times article, “ Part of the
problem on the Republican side is
an unwillingness to say, ‘Let’s find
a right way to do this, and let’s go
ahead even if all the special inter
ests don’t like what we’re doing.’’’
Folks in the relatively small fo
rum that Cioodman and Wilensky
are part of are discussing questions
like the proper size and role of
government. It’s a good place to
start.
As a thinking liberal, 1 believe
that our government should spend
and collect tax dollars responsi
bly. 1 here is wasteful spending in

Meiiicare that can be cut; and doc
tors need to be paid by the number
of patients they see, not how m.iny
tests they order. I also agree that
creating government programs to
solve problems sometimes presents
more of them. Perhaps the wait
for treatment or diagnosis will be
longer, or the paperwork for doc
tors will increase. Or perhaps some
insurance companies will be un
able to lower costs and will then
be forced out of business.
Hut if 4-S,()00 people a year
are dying because they don’t have
health insurance, the private sector
is clearly not doing enough. One
person dies every twelve minutes
because wx* have relied on the pri
vate sector to perform for too long.
And there are some crises that can
only be improved by government
intervention.
For example, many people have
lost the market for the only job
they’ve ever done; if the govern
ment didn’t help them through
difficult times, whether by unem
ployment checks or food stauips,
there would likely be thousands
of American families falling below
poverty. Churches and non-profits
simply do not h.ive the resources
or scope to care for this problem
on their own - otherwise, there
would be no problem. Likewise,
if government did not intervene
and help p.iy for several tlu>usands
ot students to go to college, the
cycle of poverty wt)uld be never-

endiiig.
rhe essential islea is that there
are situations for which Ameri
can tax dollars must be collec ted
and distributed to provide social
services to underprivileged indi
viduals in America. It’s especully
inexcusable for us to look the
other way when people are dying
because we’re uncomfortable with
new ideas.
And it’s indefensible to pre
tend we’ve healed a blood-gush
ing wound like rising health care
costs by applying the band-aid of
vouchers. The public option must
be passed in order to provide the
much-needed competition
to
drive down insurance prices.
Yet it’s not us in the political
forum who cast the votes. It’s our
elected officials. And from what
I’ve read. Sen. Olympia Snowe
(R-Maine) may be the only R e
publican willing to consider the
public option.
In the w'eeks ahead, health care
will be hashed out, and while it’s
impossible to predict what the fi
nal product will look like, 1 hope
that intelligent conservatives rally
their politicians back into the
mainstream and Democrats follow
through on the promise for which
they were elected. 4.S,000 petiple’s
lives depend on it.
Stcpiuwic luh^Lwii is an liin^lish
senior and Mnsrant’ Daily poliiital
columnist.
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters fo r grammar, profanities
and length. Letters, commentanes and
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the Mustang Daily. Please lim it length to
250 w ords Letters should include the
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and class standing. Letters must come
from a Cal Poly e-mail account. D o not
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send letters as an attachment. Please
send the text in the body o f the e-mail
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mustangdailyopmionscfgmail.com
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Building 26, Room 226
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corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal
Poly campus and the neighboring com 
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Like books? Like people?
Outlet bookstore seeks reli
able PT sales assoc. Must
have wide knowledge of
books/authors/retail sales
-H/or supervisory experi
ence. Apply at D. W. Pages/
Crown Books Pismo Beach
Prime Outlets ste.l 10. No
Phone calls.
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Housing

Help Wanted

Announcements

GREAT DEAL 2 BDRM/2
BATH IN SANTA MAR
GARITA MOBILE HOME
PARK. $39,900. CALL
GLENN HORN ACADEME
GMAC REAL ESTATE
440-9295

CHECKOUT
THE PAPER

Nice 3bdrm, 2bath condo.
Pool, Lrg. Deck, Covered
Prking, Xtra Storage, Gar
bage Paid. $1500/mo. Call:
805-543-7777
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Laptop Repair
www.laptoprepair.com
Student Discount
East Turnaround
(818)973-1066
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Mustang Daily Classifieds, e-mail us at mustangdailyclassifieds&gmail.com
DO YOU HAVE A
DATE FOR IO A N N ’S
DINNER PARTY?

I ASKED
NAOni, BUT SHE
CAN’T GO

SHE SAID
IT’S HER
”BYE-WEEK"
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Why Most People Won't Go See
Muppel Movies on Opening Night

SIk
Across

Crossword

34 Jagged

1 Big name in oil
7 Easter flower, in
Is-sur-TiIle
10 Butlerfly wings.
eg
14 The tool in “A
fool and his
money are soon
parted"

35 Clinks overseas
36 What's revealed
by connecting
the special
squares in this
puzzle in order
39 Start of the
United Negro
College Fund
slogan

16 Tabula
17 Excuse given for
asking for a ride

40 Kosher
41
Szewinska,
Olympic
sprinting gold
medalist of
1964, 1968 and
1976
42 Want from
43 A b ___ (from the
top)
46 Partisan leader?
47 Tube top
49 Daze
51 Nice kind of
workweek

18 Humanoid trees
in Tolkien
19 Ticks, say Abbr.
20 Toddler s attire
21 Time for potty
training, maybe
22 Rests
25 Chorus line
opener
27 Handel cantata
“ ^ e Leandro"
28 Promgoers. e g
Abbr
29 Burning
32

Not shaky

SU do ku

Hork (^imes

53 G.M., Ford and
Chrysler
56 Setting for an
Agatha Christie
novel

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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57 Proctor s call
58 Advice for essay
writers
61 Dickens creep
62 Eight producers?
63 Payroll dept
figs.
64 Wiring experts
Abbr
65 Pans palace

3 2 1

8 4

Down
1 Middles that are
often too big
2 Ingratiate
3 Has on hand
4 Intuit
5 When Canada
celebrates
Thanksgiving
Abbr
6 Washington in
the Sor^writers
Hall of Fame
7 Hawaiian
strings?
8 You might get
one before a
party
9 Direct
10 Neck of the
woods
11 Tony-winning
"Frost/'Nixon^
actor
12 Constellation
13 Best Director of
1992 and 2004
15 Be an utter
bore?
23 Beer from
upstate New
York
24 Like the
symmetry of a
starfish
26 Free of charge
30 Part of some
chains: Abbr
31 Walks unsteadily

P u z z le s by P a p p o c o m

6 5

5 4 1

Puzzi* by Elizabtlb C. Gortlil
33 ...... Cloud
(region of
comets far
beyond Pluto)
34 Celtic land
35 “Beauty and the
Beat" band
36 P.D.Q Bach’s
“Sanka Cantata"
and such
37 Final words of
Numbers 5:22

38

Albanian coin

41 How mini-pizzas
are usually cut
42 Each
43 Sounds off
44 1958 41 song
with the lyric
"Let's fly way up
to the clouds"
45 Bully's warning

48

Old comic strip
“___an’ Slats"

50 Concord
52 O K 's from the
O K Corral?
54
55
59
'

Exits
School basics
Presidential
nickname

60 Square dance
partner

For answers call T900-285-5656, $1 49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes com/mobilexword for more information
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($39 95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes com/wordplay
Crosswords for young solvers; n^imes com/learning/xwords
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Giants grasp on hope slowly slipping away

MCX :iJ ^Tt .H Y -rR lB D N F

Hurler Barry Zito hangs his head after surrendering a two-run homerun in the Giants’ loss to the Padres Sept. 9.
Andrew Baggarly
SAN JOSl, Ml,H(DKY NI WS

PHOENIX — After 151 games,
the Giants finally have a balanced
team. Out not in a good way.
They tried to contend all season
with a lopsided mster, hoping they
could squeeze out enough runs to
support a world-class pitching staff.
Now the pitching is as bad as
their litfense, their bednxk roution
suddenly needs a retrofit and their
playoff chances appear to be in com
plete disrepair. Matt C'ain completed
a stunningly nitten turn tlmiugh the
starting five, getting blasted ftir seven
runs in 2 1/3 innings, as the Arizona

Diamondbacks beat the Ciiants, lO-S,
at Cdiase Field on Tuesday night.
C'ombined with Colorado’s vic
tory, the Ciiants trail the Rockies by
five games for the NL wild card with
11 to play. They’a" tied with the At
lanta Braves now, too.
“None of us have done what we
wanted to,” said Ciain, whose outing
was the shortest of his career not re
lated to an injury. “We had a chance
to win, and we let it go. It’s definitely
disappointing. We’re a group of guys
who push each other. 1 feel I let a lot
of guys down.”
Ciain appeared poised for a difterent outcome after he hit a two-run
triple — the first of his caa*er — to

give the Ciiants a 3-0 le.id in the sec
ond inning.
But he gave back three runs in
the iHittom of the second aiui didn’t
survive the third, allowing seven hits
over a span of 12 batters.
C'ain flatly rejected the suggestion
that his long sprint, combined with
the time of year, might h.ive burned
all the vapors remaining in his tank.
Manager Bruce Bochy wasn’t sure,
saying, “It’s a hard one to answer. I
will say he’s in as good a shape as any
one on the staff. 1le’s carried a pretty
good workload this year. It’s going to
happen.”
Only the St. Louis C^irdinals have
logged more innings from their start
ing pitchers this season, and perhaps
it’s starting to e.xact a toll.
In their past five games. Giants
starters have a 13.26 ERA and have
retired two batters beyond the fourth
inning.
C'ain (13-7) might have knocked
himself off a few Cy Young Award
ballots as his ERA soared from 2.71
to 2.99.
“I can’t leave him out thea* to get
beat up t(K) bad,” Bochy said. “He’s
been too good for us and we have to
protect those guys.”
Bochy couldn’t have liked what
he saw from catcher Bengie Molina
either. For the second time in three
games, Molina didn’t bother to make
a mound visit to settle down a pitcher
in tnYuble.
Bochy took out Molina as part of
a double switch when he went to pull
Cain.
“ I just felt that was the move to

make,” Bochy said.
l ied for the w ild card .is recently
as Aug. 31, the Giants are 9-11 in
September aiui iii danger of their first
losing month of the se.isoii.
With the bullpen stretched again,
Randy Johnson had an opportunity
to make w'hat might have been his
final appearance at Cdi.ise Field, fhe
4C)-year-old left-h.iiuler receiveti po
lite applause upon his introduction in
the seventh inning, and he showed a
little of his old heat while striking out
the side. But he also gave up a solo
home run to secoiul baseman Rusty
Ryal.
C'ain didn’t induce many swings
and misses. T he Giants regained the
lead in the third w'hen Andres Tor
res tripled and scored on Pablo San
doval’s single, but C'ain retired only
one of the five batters he faced in the
bottom of the inning.
That was Mark Reynolds, who
struck out for the 204th time to tie
his own year-old major league re
cord for a season. Rookie Madison
Bumgarner struck out Reynolds in
the fourth as Arizona’s third baseman
established a new standard for prodi
gious whiffing.
C'ain didn’t give up a home run,
but only because instant replay was
utilized to overrule Gerardo Parra’s
drive that hit below the yellow line in
right-center field.
“The last couple games, it’s been
a pitch here or there,” C'ain said. “To
day it was a lot of’em. There wasn’t a
whole lot of good that came out of
the way 1 threw the ball. I kept mak
ing mistakes over and over.”

F o o tb a ll
continued from page 12

injury report, you don’t e.xpect 12
to have the Hu.”
Hu prevention for athletic teams
is the same as for anyone in the
gener.il population. Pl.iyers are tokl
to w.ish their hands thoroughly and
often, cover their mouths when
they sneeze or cough and st.iy
home if they exhibit Hu symptoms
I he ( d ) ( ' also recommends vac
cinations.
“I-very year that I’ve been here,
we have had players affected by the
Hu for games during the season,”
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks said.
“I don’t expect this year to be any
different. 1 know there’s a wide
spread alert out there on the swine
Hu, and some other teams have had
some problems with it. But we are
doing all the things that everyone
else is doing, with the sanitizer in
each player’s locker, washing their
hands, trying to isolate anybody
that has any symptoms.”
McCluster, at least, hopes he’s
through the worst of it. Though
it would be tempting for him to
think Ole Miss has gotten the flu
bug out of the way for the seasiin,
Skinner from the C'DC' says it’s not
uncommon for a second wave to
hit the same community later in
the season.
For now, all MeCduster can do
is shrug his shoulders and hope for
the best.
“You can’t prevent it,” he said.
“I’ve never seen anything like it.
There’s nothing you can really do
about it.”

THIS WEEK IN MUSTANG ATHLETICS

SPO R TS
College football fumbling for
answers to frustrating flu
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Mississippi running back I )c.\tcr
McCdiistcr looked like the textbook
definition of good health when he
contributed two touchdowns and
115 all-purpose yards to the Rebels’
win over Memphis on Sept. 6.
The next day, he went in for
treatment on his shoulder but also
because he felt weak and tired. He
had a 104-degree fever and classic Hu
symptoms, liy the second night, McCduster was throwing up blood and
spent the night in a hospital.
“I would never wish that on any
body,” McCluster said.
The Rebels had a week oft', and
McCduster returned for the Rebels’
next game, this past Saturday, against
Southeastern Louisiana. He’ll be
back at full strength Thursday against
South C’arolina.
His case is an example of how
quickly the Hu can hit.
McCduster knows enough about
the Hu to know how he ended up in
a hospital bed: Wide receiver Jacarious Lucas occupies the locker next to
him. Lucas felt sick leading up to the
Memphis opener.
Actually, Lucas is one of several
Ole Miss players who could have
spread the flu to McCduster. More
than a dozen Rebels players reported
flu-like symptoms after the Memphis
game.

C'ollege programs nationwide are
attempting to prevent the flu or hop
ing they are through the worst of it,
though flu season has barely begun.
So far:
Te.xas quarterback ('olt McC'oy
missed a day of practice and skipped
most drills in the week leading up to

dialyte, a children’s hydration drink,
to feel “recharged.”
Leading up to Florida’s 23-13 win
over Tennessee, three Florida starters
defensive end Jermaine CAinningham, tailback jeft Hemps and tight
end Aaron Fiernandez were isolated
with flu-hke symptoms. Tuesday, six

You can’t prevent it.
I’ve never seen any
thing like it. There’s
nothing you can re
ally do about it.
— Dexter McCluster
^^nsjssip£i^r^^

last Saturd,iy’s 34-24 win over Texas
Tech. He wore a mask during the
week and slept more than normal to
help kick the virus.The aftermath of
the illness w'as apparent on game day.
By halftime, McCoy needed peanut
butter-and-jelly sandwiches and lA*-

more (»ators missed practice with
flu-like symptoms, and wide receiver
coach Billy (ionzales, who was ill
during the weekend, coached that
practice wearing gloves and a mask.
Said Florida coach Urban Meyer:
“It is a panic level of pmportion I’ve

never seen before.”
During preparations for his team’s
home game against Fresno State,
Wisconsin coach Bret Bielema said
more than 40 players were sick dur
ing the week. Several players needed
intravenous fluids before the Badgers’
34-31 double-overtime win.
Ceorgia quarterback Joe Cox
took a private athletic department
plane from Athens, (la., before the
season-opener at Oklahoma State.
Cox was kept off the team flight be
fore the game because of flu symp
toms. Team officials wanted to keep
Cox isolated and also wanted him to
take a less-grueling route to Stillwa
ter, C')kla., which would not include a
bus ride from Athens to Atlanta.
With a 102-degree fever, Penn
State running back Evan Royster
isolated himself from his teammates
this past Friday. He was one of more
than a dozen Nittany Lions nursing
symptoms during the w'eek. By Sat
urday, Royster had recovered enough
to rush for 119 yards against Temple.
Football teams aren’t immune to
illnesses that affect a college campus,
and more and more teams seem to be
dealing with flu outbreaks.
“1 can’t remember any kind of
year where we’ve had quite so many
teams fighting this pmblem,” Penn
State coach Joe Paterno said.
So far, most cases have been re
ported as the standard seasonal flu,
not the H 1N 1 virus, also known as

the swine flu.
“The level of activity we’re see
ing is very unusual for this tune of
year,” said Tom Skinner, spokesman
at the ("enters for Disease ('ontrol
in Atlanta. “It’s becoming more and
nuire widespread.To what extent it is
going to spread, we can’t say. It’s un
predictable.
“We are off to a pretty fast start to
flu season. Whether or not that trans
lates to a very bad or long flu season,
we’ll wait and see.”
("ollege football teams present
a unique set of challenges when it
comes to preventing the flu. Besides
spending time in public areas such as
classrooms and dormitories, studentathletes spend time in close quarters
in locker rooms, weight rooms and
on the practice field.
When Vanderbilt had an outbreak
of the flu late in preseason camp,
head trainer Tom Bossung suspected
the return of the general student
body combined with ftitigued play
ers contributed to 27 players report
ing flu symptoms during a matter
of days. But Bossung counts himself
lucky: Only 11 of the 27 missed a day
of practice, and only one missed two
days of practice.
“It was interesting more than any
thing,” said Bossung, who has been
the head trainer at Vanderbilt for 10
years. “If you’ve got 12 guys on your
see Football, page 11

49ers left an indelible mark on Adrian Peterson
M atthew Barrows
M( ( I AI< HY N I W S I ’APIHS

SANTA CL ARA, Calif. — Ask
an NFL player his thoughts on facing
an old adversary, a college teammate
or a former coach, ayd he'll usually
trot out the same tired answer: I'm
treating it like any other game.
Not Adrian Peterson.
The Vikings' running back has
been carrying the memory of a
bad game against the 49ers for 20
months. He has fed it, nourished it
and used it as motivation. And now
it's time for redemption.
"That game — from the moment
I stepped oft' the field, I was like, '1
can't wait until I play the 49ers
again,"' Peterson said Wednesday.
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No wonder Peterson can't forget.
He has rushed for more than 150
yards six times in his brief career, in
cluding games of 224 yards and 296
yards his rookie season in 2(M)7.
On Dec. 9 of that year, however,
the 49ers held him to three yards
on 14 carries. That works out to a
0.2-yard average — by far his worst
game as a professional. Peterson first
blamed himself for being impatient
that day but also gave praise to the
49ers' defense.
"I felt like I was getting attacked
by bees in that game," he said.
Indeed, a swarming defense was
the theme of the day when the
49ers were asked how to stop Peter
son, who leads the league in rush
ing after two games. Coach Mike
Singletary said it would take contri
butions from every defensive player,
especially the defensive linemen
who he said must win their battle’s
so that linebacker Patrick Willis is
free to roam.
"Everything starts in the trench
es," Singletary said. "If those guys do
their job, then it gives Pat the op
portunity to do his job, as well as the
guys on the back end. Everybody has
a place. Somebody has the cutbacks.
Somebody has to set the edge. So
everybody has a responsibility, and
it's vitally important that everybody
does their job and we havè a chance
to be successful."

M CCLA TCH Y -T RIBUN E

The 49ers held Viking running back Adrian Peterson to three yards on 14 carries, a 0.2-yard average, on Dec. 9.
Peterson also singled out Willis,
who was part of the same 2(K)7 draft
class and who was voted Defensive
Rookie of the Year while Peterson
became the overall Rookie of the
Year. Willis finished with eight tack
les during that meeting, the most
memorable of which came when
Willis flashed through an opening
on the line of scrimmage to stop
Peterson in his tracks.
Willis generally is thought to have
been the aggressor in that collision,
but Peterson judged it as a draw.

"I remember the stalemate," he
said. "I don't think anyone really
won that one."
So who wins the rematch? Peter
son said he has improved his run
ning style since 2(K)7 and is more
patient when it comes to following
his blocks. But he admits the 49ers'
defense, ranked No. 7 overall after
two games, is better this year, too.
"I watch these guys play on Sun
day," he said. "They do what coaches
want their defenses to play like."
Injuries — both Peterson (back)

and his San Francisco counterpart,
Frank Gore (ankle), were limited in
practice Wednesday. Both are ex
pected to play Sunday. Gore ranks
third in the NFL in rushing, trailing
Peterson by 35 yards.
Defensive end Justin Smith was
held out of practice, but it's not be
cause of an injury. The 49ers want
to give him as much rest as pos
sible during the week. Linebackers
E.J. Henderson (shoulder) and Erin
Henderson (calf) did not practice
for theVikings.

